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Temperatures Evaluation in an Integrated Motor
Drive for Traction Applications

Alberto Tenconi, Member, IEEE, Francesco Profumo, Senior Member, IEEE,
Stefan E. Bauer, and Martin D. Hennen, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The integrated propulsion motor is a drive designed
for an individual self-driven container rail-platform wagon devel-
oped in the “Integrated Standard Transport Unit” research and
development project, supported by the European Commission.
This paper presents the study of the motor and the converter tem-
peratures at rated and overload working conditions. The problem
is afforded by combining the simulation (finite-element method
and lumped-parameter models) and the experimental approaches.
For this purpose, a dedicated experimental setup has been de-
signed and realized.

Index Terms—Integrated motor drives, motor-drive thermal
factors, switched reluctance motor (SRM) drives.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS PAPER deals with the liquid-cooled totally integrated
drive unit Integrated Propulsion MOTor (IPMOT) shown

in Fig. 1. The IPMOT has been developed for an individual
self-driven rail-platform wagon for freight container transport
within closed areas (seaports, cargo distribution centers, etc.);
the overall reliability demand of this autonomous operating
vehicle has been satisfied by redundancy, employing two in-
dependent IPMOT units on each wagon, supplied by a single
diesel-electric group. The low speed and the low acceleration
of the vehicle bring to 24-kW power rating for each motor,
with a 1:5 constant power speed range [1]: These specifications
make the drive performances comparable with those required
by electric- and hybrid-vehicle applications [2]–[4].

The propulsion motor is a four-phase switched reluctance
motor (SRM) [1]. The choice of SRM is justified by its inherent
reliability and the low-cost technology [5]–[8]. The motor is fed
by eight insulated-gate bipolar-transistor (IGBT)-based hard-
switching [9] digital-controlled [10] power electronic converter.

It is expected that the integration of the motor with the power
electronic converter brings more reliability, size reduction, and
economic advantages with respect to the conventional separated
solution [11]–[13].
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Fig. 1. IPMOT unit.

Currently, most of the integrated motors available on the
market are focused on low-power applications and consist of a
machine and a converter separately conceived and then assem-
bled together to obtain a single device. This solution gets rid of
cables and solves some electromagnetic-interference problems,
but it does not exploit completely the potential benefits in terms
of space and weight reduction, particularly interesting in the
transport applications [14].

For a complete thermal–mechanical integration, the motor
housing must act as heatsink for the power electronic converter
[15]–[17]. For liquid-cooled drives, one of the most compact
solution is based on a square-shaped housing, with cooling
water pipes inserted in the corner; the square frame makes
possible the electronic-component integration on the flat sur-
face of the housing, as proposed in a preliminary study [8].
This solution presents cost and manufacturing problems in the
optic of small/medium production volume. Hence, the solution
shown in Fig. 2 has been chosen, where the motor and the
converter can be realized and tested separately and, then, can
be easily mounted together.

From the thermal point of view, this solution is a tradeoff
between the one of [8] and the conventional ones: There is a
single cooling circuit for both the motor and the converter, but
the water jacket around the motor basically shields any direct
heat exchange between the motor and the converter; i.e., the
motor and the converter are mechanically integrated, but they
are thermally coupled only trough the liquid cooling circuit.

This paper presents the study of the temperatures of the
integrated drive, at rated and overload working conditions, us-
ing both finite-element-method (FEM) and lumped-parameter
models. The SRM thermal modeling is synthetically summa-
rized (the magnetic and thermal design is presented in details
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the thermal integration of the motor and the converter.

in [8]) and compared with some experimental results; the main
focus is devoted to the thermal contact between the motor
housing and the base plate supporting the power-electronic
components of the power converter. In particular, the thermal
evaluations are tuned by means of experimental measurements.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In the IPMOT, the motor is cooled by a water jacket all
around the stator. The rotor losses in SRMs are estimated to
be in the range of half of the core losses [18], [19]. In the case
under study, the rotor losses are estimated to be no more than
10% of the total motor losses.

For this reason, the focus of this paper is basically concen-
trated on the stator-winding temperatures; in particular, the key
point is the evaluation of the heat-exchange coefficients due
to the insulation materials and the contact surfaces between
windings and iron [20], [21]. In the IPMOT, the water pipes
are obtained in the motor housing (made of steel), and the
power modules are mounted on an aluminum base plate that
is fixed on the upper side of the motor housing. This layout
(Fig. 3) has one more layer as compared to the common
heatsinks, where the water pipes are directly worked in the
cold plate. For this reason, a dedicated investigation is required
to evaluate the IPMOT thermal behavior; in particular, it is
necessary to evaluate the effect of the contact surface between
the motor housing and the aluminum base plate on the junction
temperature of the power components.

The contact area of two plane surfaces generates a thermal
contact resistance; the heat-exchange coefficient depends on
the flatness and the roughness of these surfaces. In principle,
knowing the physical parameters of the two surfaces, it is pos-
sible to estimate the thermal contact resistance; in practice, the
pressure between the two surfaces plays an important role, and

Fig. 3. Simplified layout of the heatsink system of the IPMOT.

some experimental tests are necessary in tuning the parameters
of the thermal model of the power-electronic part. Once the
thermal circuit is experimentally tuned, it can be used for the
temperature evaluations of the critical point of the system, i.e.,
the junction temperature of the power-electronic components,
that must stay below 125 ◦C−150 ◦C.

III. MOTOR TEMPERATURES

A. FEM Approach on the Motor

In the IPM1OT prototype, the water jacket is manufactured
from a metal sheet with rectangular section. Since the power-
electronic components are mounted on a separated cooling
housing, the FEM simulations (Fig. 4) have been performed
considering only the motor losses. The temperature has been
assumed constant along the external stator surface, and the
copper losses has been supposed equally distributed over the
conductors section; a total power dissipation of 2.5 kW has been
considered.

SRMs have concentrated windings, and the coils are mounted
on the stator teeth; this solution leaves an empty triangular area
between two adjacent coils, thus reducing the surface available
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Fig. 4. Temperature distribution on the SRM with water-jacket cooling.

Fig. 5. Comparison between real and equivalent winding models.

for the thermal contact between copper and iron. Furthermore,
to reduce the additional copper losses (eddy currents, skin
effect) [22], [23], the conductors are disposed parallel to the
slot base, that leads to a higher thermal resistance along the
radial direction. Since the copper–iron thermal resistance is
the largest one in the thermal equivalent circuit of the machine,
the reduction of the temperature gradient between copper and
iron significantly reduces the total temperature gradient be-
tween the copper and the cooling fluid. For this reason, an aux-
iliary “thermal tooth” (Fig. 5) made of iron has been inserted
to fill the triangle area: The iron triangles increase the thermal
contact surface, improving the heat transmission through the
coils sides, with only a little influence in torque production, if
the height of a thermal triangle is sufficiently small [1].

In simulating, the thermal behavior of the motor, to avoid
too heavy mesh refinement during finite-element analysis, the
standard winding (constituted by copper straps and insula-
tion), has been substituted by a homogeneous material with
the anisotropic thermal proprieties, emulating the temperatures
on the copper–iron contact surface (Fig. 5). This simulation
approach is discussed and validated in [8]. In the next section,
the experimental results confirm the temperature evaluations
given by the FEM model.

Fig. 6. Location of the thermocouples inside the motor.

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN SIMULATED AND MEASURED MOTOR

TEMPERATURES AT THE NOMINAL LOAD (INLET = 60 ◦C,
INLET—OUTLET GRADIENT= 5 ◦C)

B. Experimental Results

For accurate measurements, the motor have been equipped
with eight thermal sensors (Fig. 6) and loaded by means of a test
bench. Considering the iron and copper losses in the nominal
working point, the simulated and measured temperatures are
reported in Table I (the motor-drive ratings are reported in the
Appendix).

Except ϑsensor_7, the differences between the simulated and
the measured temperatures are not significant, and the experi-
mental results validate the finite-element model. The difference
between the values measured by sensor_7 and the symmetrical
sensor_2 is due to the different eddy-current losses distribution
in the copper straps, depending on the rotation direction; this
effect is not considered in the simulation, and it explains
the difference between the measured and simulated values of
ϑsensor_7.

IV. POWER-ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURES

The power-electronic components of the integrated motor
drive are mounted on an aluminum base plate that is fixed on the
upper side of the motor housing. The temperatures of the IGBT

and diode junctions can be quickly computed using a lumped-
parameter steady-state thermal model [24], [25]. The key
problem is the correct determination of the thermal-resistance
values: The values concerning the power-electronic compo-
nents are available from the data sheet; the values concerning
the heatsink system must be computed. Some uncertainties
arise from the contact surface between the motor housing and
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Fig. 7. Electric equivalent of the thermal circuit of a single-power-module cooling system.

the aluminum base plate. Since the effect of some physical
parameters of the contact surface are not perfectly known (the
pressure between the surfaces, in particular), some experimen-
tal tests are necessary in tuning the thermal evaluations.

A. Thermal Model

The lumped-parameter steady-state thermal model of a single
power module (one IGBT and one diode in the same case)
mounted on the liquid cooling heatsink is shown in Fig. 7.
The inputs of the model are the losses in the power mod-
ule (PLoss−Diode and PLoss−IGBT) and the water temperature
(ϑWater). The outputs of the model are the temperatures of the
junctions (ϑJ−Diode and ϑJ−IGBT). In the model, there are six
thermal resistances to be determined:
RJ−Case(IGBT) due to the internal structure of the module;
RJ−Case(Diode) due to the internal structure of the module;
RCase−Alu due to the contact between the upper face of

the aluminum base plate and the case of the
module;

RAlu due to the thickness of the aluminum base
plate;

RAlu−Steel due to the contact between the steel and
aluminum surfaces;

RSteel−Water constituted by the following two terms: the
first one is due to the steel thickness of
the housing and the second one is due to
the contact between the water and the walls
of the pipes.

The first three thermal resistances are given in the data sheet
of the components.

The last three thermal resistances must be computed on
the basis of the geometries and of the thermal conductivity
of the materials and, then, tuned by means of experimental
measurements. For this purpose, a dedicated experimental setup
has been developed to emulate the thermal integration between
the converter heatsink and the motor housing; for the sake of
completeness, the experimental setup has been also simulated
by a FEM tool.

1) Experimental Setup: The experimental setup (Fig. 8) is
made of an aluminum plate fixed on a steel plate where the

Fig. 8. Experimental setup (a) with and (b) without thermal insulation.

cooling water flows through three circular pipes connected in
series; on the aluminum base plate, four electric resistors are
fixed, emulating the power losses of the electronic modules.
The aluminum plate is fixed by screws: The number of screws
can be adjusted to test different mechanical couplings.

To have meaningful results, the qualities of the two surfaces
are in the range of conventional machining:
steel flatness 12 μm;
steel roughness 1.4 μm;
aluminum flatness 72 μm;
aluminum roughness 0.8 μm.

For practical reasons, the experimental setup reproduces ap-
proximately one half of the real situation (four power modules
instead of eight). In order to have similar paths of the heat
fluxes and similar temperature distribution near the component
case, the dimensions of the resistors are quite closed to the
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Fig. 9. Experimental setup geometry and position of thermocouples.

dimensions of the IPMOT’s power-electronic modules. The
resistors can dissipate up to 100 W; therefore, it is possible to
reach the losses level of the IPMOT’s electronic components.

Since the overall system is thermally insulated, to limit the
convective thermal exchange with ambient air, the largest part
of the electric input power is dissipated through the aluminum
base plate to the water.

The temperatures are measured by six thermocouples laid out
as shown in Fig. 9:

• one thermocouple inside the steel plate ϑSteel;
• one thermocouple in the aluminum base plate ϑAlu_1;
• four thermocouples under the resistor, ϑUR ≈ ϑAlu_2.

ϑUR is the temperature measured under the resistors in the
contact area between the upper face of the aluminum base plate
and the case of the dissipating resistors. ϑUR can be considered
quite close to ϑAlu_2 (Fig. 7). To have the proper thermal
contact in this area, the surfaces of the resistors and the sensors
have been covered by a commercial thermal-joint compound of
thermally loaded silicon-based grease [thermal conductivity of
0.39 W/(m · K)].

2) Experimental Results: Two sets of experimental tests
have been performed to evaluate separately the effect of the me-
chanical coupling and the effect of the thermal-joint compound
on the thermal resistance due to the contact surface between the
aluminum base plate and the steel motor housing. In the first set,

TABLE II
TEST WITHOUT THERMAL-JOINT COMPOUND BETWEEN

THE ALUMINUM AND STEEL PLATES

Fig. 10. Temperature gradient of the steel and aluminum plates and under
the resistor respect to the water temperature—tests without thermal-joint
compound.

the surfaces are without thermal-joint compound; in the second
one, the surfaces are covered by thermal-joint compound.

Each set considers three tests with different number of screws
fixing the two parts.

SET 1

TEST 1) 4 screws—without thermal-joint compound;
TEST 2) 8 screws—without thermal-joint compound;
TEST 3) 24 screws—without thermal-joint compound.

SET 2

TEST 4) 4 screws—with thermal-joint compound;
TEST 5) 8 screws—with thermal-joint compound;
TEST 6) 24 screws—with thermal-joint compound.

The working conditions in all the six tests are as follows:
ambient temperature 18 ◦C;
water temperature 15.5 ◦C;
water flow 10 dm3/min;
total electric power 416 W (104 W per resistor).

SET 1—dry surfaces: Table II and Fig. 10 synthesize the
experimental results with different number of screws when the
aluminum and steel surfaces are without thermal-joint com-
pound: The temperature gradient between aluminum and steel
is strongly affected by the number of screws. Furthermore,
TEST 1) shows that, in this case (few screws and dry surfaces),
the temperature gradient on the steel–aluminum contact surface
is rather large, significantly impacting on the temperature gra-
dient ΔϑUR−Water.

SET 2—surfaces with thermal-joint compound: Table III
synthesizes the experimental results with different number of
screws when the aluminum and steel surfaces are covered by
thermal-joint compound.

Table III shows how the temperature difference between
aluminum and steel is not affected any more by the number
of screws. These tests also show that, using the thermal-joint
compound, the temperature gradients on the steel–aluminum
contact surface is rather small; hence, it will have a limited
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TABLE III
TEST WITH THERMAL-JOINT COMPOUND BETWEEN

ALUMINUM AND STEEL

Fig. 11. Temperature gradients between aluminum and steel with and without
thermal-joint compound.

impact on the temperature gradient ΔϑUR−Water. Finally,
Fig. 11 shows how the use of the thermal-joint compound
almost cancels the effect of the number of screws on the
temperature gradient between aluminum and steel.

In conclusion, the temperature gradient due to the
steel–aluminum contact surface can have a limited impact on
the temperature of the power modules (with respect to the cool-
ing water), provided that the thermal-joint compound between
the contact surfaces is adopted or the two surfaces are fixed by
a sufficient number of screws.

3) FEM Results: For sake of completeness, the experimen-
tal setup has been also simulated, adopting FEM (Fig. 12). The
basic assumptions are as follows.

1) The roughness of the wall of pipes is 300 μm (standard
value for this material and type of tooling process). This
value affects the convection coefficient between water
and steel.

2) Due to the imperfect setup insulation from the ambient
[Fig. 8(a)], even if the largest part (more than 90%) of the
dissipated power reaches the water, it has been considered
also a minor part dissipated by air natural convection.

The FEM model can simulate the steel–aluminum contact
resistance and fits the experimental results, tuning the thickness
of the air layer between the steel and the aluminum layer.

B. Junction-Temperature Evaluation

The main goal is the evaluation of the junction temperature
of the power components (ϑJ−Diode and ϑJ−IGBT) in the most
severe working conditions. Since the heat-exchange path in the
IPMOT and in the experimental setup are similar, the steady-
state temperatures can be computed, adopting the values of
the parameters of the thermal model in Fig. 7, tuned by the
experimental tests.

The values of the thermal resistances are the following.

• RSteel−Water = 0.055 ◦C/W, from the experimental tests.

Fig. 12. FEM simulation of the experimental setup.

• RAlu−Steel = 0.021 ◦C/W, best solution, test 6 (Table III).
• R′

Alu−Steel = 0.15 ◦C/W, worst solution, test 1 (Table II).
• RCase−Alu = 0.050 ◦C/W, from data sheet.
• RJ−Case−(IGBT) = 0.13 ◦C/W, from data sheet.
• RJ−Case−(Diode) = 0.30 ◦C/W, from data sheet.
• RAlu = 0.023 ◦C/W, from the FEM simulations and ex-

perimental tests. The value has been determined by two
methods: The first one uses the average temperature com-
puted by FEM simulations on the upper and lower faces
of the aluminum plate, and the second one employs a
standard formula but considering that the greatest part of
the heat flux passes through only a reduced section (equal
to the surface of the resistor base), instead of the total
surface of the aluminum base plate. The two methods give
similar results, also confirmed by the experimental tests.

1) Temperatures Evaluation at Rated Load: At rated load,
the power losses in each module (diode + IGBT) are about
100 W; the junction temperature of the power components
(ϑJ−Diode and ϑJ−IGBT) can be evaluated by considering dif-
ferent working conditions (losses). In particular, three different
sharing of the total losses between the diode and the IGBT in
the same power module has been considered:

1) all the losses in the diode;
2) all the losses in the IGBT;
3) 2/3 of the power losses in IGBT and 1/3 in the diode.

The first two conditions are not realistic but have been
considered as extreme situations; the third sharing ratio is
representative of an average real situation.

In Table IV, the temperatures are calculated considering
the worst mounting solution (four screws without thermal-
joint compound), whereas Table V reports the temperatures
for the best mounting solution (24 screws with thermal-joint
compound).
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TABLE IV
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS AND JUNCTION TEMPERATURES AT

ϑWater = 65 ◦C (WORST SOLUTION—FOUR SCREWS

WITHOUT THERMAL-JOINT COMPOUND)

TABLE V
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS AND JUNCTION TEMPERATURES AT

ϑWater = 65 ◦C (BEST SOLUTION—24 SCREWS

WITH THERMAL-JOINT COMPOUND)

The results show that, under the assumed hypothesis, both the
solutions with respect the junction-temperature limit (125 ◦C).

2) Temperatures Evaluation at Overload: In vehicle appli-
cations, the working profile of the traction drive is rather
complex [26], and it is not deterministically defined as in
the industrial applications [27]; the overload capability that is
expected to be required by the application is in the range of
1.5× the nominal load for a few minutes.

The lumped-parameter steady-state model can be used to
perform some evaluations about the overload capabilities of the
IPMOT to be exploited in the real use.

The water temperature rising during the overload (higher
losses in the motor and in the power converter) depends on the
overall cooling circuit: In the considered solution (Fig. 1), it is
estimated that the water temperature during the overload does
not exceed 70 ◦C−75 ◦C.

Two overload situations are considered.

• Situation 1: 150% of the rated losses; in this case, it is
assumed that, during the overload, the total drive losses
bring the water temperature rising up to 70 ◦C.

• Situation 2: 200% of the rated losses; in this case, it is
assumed that, during the overload, the total drive losses
bring the water temperature rising up to 75 ◦C.

Both situations assume that 2/3 of the power losses are in
the IGBT and 1/3 in the diode; the junction-temperature limit is
fixed at 125 ◦C.

The situation 1 (150 W totally dissipated in each
module—70-◦C water temperature) is compatible even with
the worst mounting solution (four screws without thermal-joint
compound). The temperatures reported in Table VI basically
respect the junction-temperature limit.

TABLE VI
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS AND JUNCTION TEMPERATURES AT

ϑWater = 70 ◦C (WORST SOLUTION—FOUR SCREWS

WITHOUT THERMAL-JOINT COMPOUND)

TABLE VII
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS AND JUNCTION TEMPERATURES AT

ϑWater = 75 ◦C (BEST SOLUTION—24 SCREWS

WITH THERMAL-JOINT COMPOUND)

TABLE VIII
IPMOT DRIVE RATINGS

The situation 2 (200 W totally dissipated in each
module—75-◦C water temperature) is compatible only with
the best mounting solution (24 screws with thermal-joint com-
pound), as shown in Table VII.

In conclusion, under the assumed hypothesis, the module can
stand twice the rated losses until the water temperature stays
below 75 ◦C.

V. CONCLUSION

The cooling system of the power electronic converter of the
IPMOT has been studied by means of a lumped-parameter
steady-state model. The parameters have been evaluated by
experimental tests and FEM simulation. A key problem is
the thermal contact between the aluminum base plate and the
steel motor housing; the contact depends on the quality of the
surfaces, but the use of the thermal-joint compound and/or
pressing together with “many” screws, the two parts dramati-
cally reduce the contact thermal resistance. In any case, at rated
load, the temperature of the power-electronic components does
not exceed the limit.

Under reasonable assumptions and simplifications, the
steady-state model shows useful overload margins, provided
that the thermal resistance between the aluminum base plate
and the steel motor housing has been minimized.

APPENDIX

See Table VIII.
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